Berrit Kvorning: Performance – English Version
Comments from participants
Many employees and managers struggle with nervousness, unclear speech and incongruent body
language, when they have to perform and present in front of others. Working with Berrit Kvorning
as a trainer can improve this tremendously. She is skilled at bringing the best out of people and
challenging them at the right pace. With high energy and strong examples she embodies and
exemplifies in a way that is easy for her participants to relate to and take in. Seeing people develop
from giving weak presentations to delivering present and engaging presentations is impressive.”
Tina Lerche, Group Director, Hempel Academy

- While working with Berrit Kvorning on various training programmes for large international
companies I always experienced an outstanding and industrious teamwork, characterized by a
high energy level, agility and mutual respect.
- Berrit Kvorning has a unique ability to teach communication skills that can be applied right
away. She reaches out to an audience in an involving and respectful manner, that is both
humorous and yet very much to the point.
- Berrit Kvorning is able to spot each individuals uniquenesses and use those as leverage for
development.
. Berrit Kvorning has a very unique way of communicating in a large audience and is able to reach
and include everyone. This is - among many other qualities - achieved through clarity, credibility
and being knowledgeable.
Maria Martens, Hempel Academy, The Danish Navy

As part of our course on becoming a museum guide at The Natural History Museum of Denmark,
Berrit did a half day seminar on the subject of performance. We have a lot of different types of
groups coming through our museum, and it is important that the museum guides connect with
people regardless of age, interest or knowledge base and keep them interested whilst visiting us.
Our focus for the seminar was oral presentation, personal performance, body language and being a
phenomenal host and representative of our museum.
Berrit introduced us to some very useful tools. During the seminar, the tools were described and
applied one by one. We all had a chance to engage and receive personal feedback. The results were
instant and obvious at the end of the day. Improving performance and communication skills is a
learning process. Berrit gave us a set of tools that we still return to for brushing up and for
giving/receiving feedback, to continue learning and improving.”
Anna-Marie Chwastek, Statens Naturhistoriske Museum
www.berritkvorning.dk

